
Scottsburg High School!
2015-16 Course Descriptions!!

English/Language Arts!!
English 9 -  A required course team taught with Interpersonal Relationships in the 
HSTW Program and with World History at NT.!!
English 9, an integrated English course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for English/
Language Arts in Grade 9 and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, is 
a study of language, literature, composition, and oral communication with a focus on exploring a 
wide-variety of genres and their elements. Students use literary interpretation, analysis, 
comparisons, and evaluation to read and respond to representative works of historical or 
cultural significance appropriate for Grade 9 in classic and contemporary literature balanced 
with nonfiction. Students write short stories, responses to literature, expository and persuasive 
compositions, research reports, business letters, and technical documents. Students deliver 
grade-appropriate oral presentations and access, analyze, and evaluate online information.	


English 10 - A required course team taught with World History most of the time in 
HSTW Program and as a stand alone at NT.!!
English 10, an integrated English course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for English/
Language Arts in Grade 10 and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, 
is a study of language, literature, composition, and oral communication with a focus on exploring 
universal themes across a wide variety of genres. Students use literary interpretation, analysis, 
comparisons, and evaluation to read and respond to representative works of historical or 
cultural significance appropriate for Grade 10 in classic and contemporary literature balanced 
with nonfiction. Students write short stories, responses to literature, expository and persuasive 
compositions, research reports, business letters, and technical documents. Students deliver 
grade-appropriate oral presentations and access, analyze, and evaluate online information. 

English 11 - A required course team taught with American History most of the 
time in both programs.!

English 11, an integrated English course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for English/
Language Arts in Grade 11 and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, 
is a study of language, literature, composition, and oral communication with a focus on exploring 
characterization across universal themes and a wide variety of genres. Students use literary 
interpretation, analysis, comparisons, and evaluation to read and respond to representative 
works of historical or cultural significance appropriate for Grade 11 in classic and contemporary 
literature balanced with nonfiction. Students write fictional narratives, short stories, responses to 
literature, reflective compositions, historical investigation reports, resumes, and technical 
documents incorporating visual information in the form of pictures, graphs, and tables. Students 
write and deliver grade- appropriate multimedia presentations and access, analyze, and 
evaluate online information. 

!
!



English 12 - A required course! !

English 12, an integrated English course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for English/
Language Arts for Grade 12 and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, 
is a study of language, literature, composition, and oral communication focusing on an 
exploration of point of view or perspective across a wide variety of genres. Students use literary 
interpretation, analysis, comparisons, and evaluation to read and respond to representative 
works of historical or cultural significance for Grade 12 in classic and contemporary literature 
balanced with nonfiction. Students write fictional narratives, short stories, responses to 
literature, reflective compositions, historical investigation reports, resumes and technical 
documents incorporating visual information in the form of pictures, graphs, and tables. Students 
write and deliver grade-appropriate multimedia presentations and access, analyze, and evaluate 
online information	


Composition 101/102 - Campus Wide Course taught in partnership with 
Vincennes University (May count as a Senior English Credit)!

Advanced English/Language Arts, College Credit, is an advanced course based on Indiana's 
Academic Standards for English/Language Arts and the Common Core State Standards for 
English/Language Arts in Grades 11 and 12. This course title covers any English language and 
composition advanced course offered for credit by an accredited postsecondary institution 
through an adjunct agreement with a secondary school.	


Mass Media - Campus Wide Elective!

Mass Media, a course based on the High School Journalism Standards and the Mass Media 
and Media Literacy Standards, is the study of the importance of mass media as pervasive in 
modern life at the local, national, and global levels. It includes a study of the impact of constant 
and immediate news, entertainment, and persuasive messages on everyday life. Students use 
course content to become knowledgeable consumers of mass media in preparation for their 
roles as informed citizens in a democratic society.  

Biblical Literature - Campus Wide Elective taught as an online course.  (May 
count as a Senior English Credit)!

Biblical Literature, a course based on Indiana's Academic Standards for English/Language Arts 
and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study of the Bible, 
viewed from a literary standpoint, as a source of a wide variety of literary patterns, themes, and 
conventions. Students examine the different books in relation to the various historical time 
frames of the books and in relation to related literature as it pertains to Biblical themes. Students 
read, discuss, and write about Biblical references (allusions) in both classical and modern 
literature, formation of a canonical Bible, inclusion of apocryphal and heretical writings, oral 
versus literate transmission of sacred history and doctrine, and questions and problems of 
interpretation. 

Dramatic Literature - Elective taught in the HSTW program.  (May count as a 
Senior English Credit)!

Dramatic Literature, a course based on Indiana's Academic Standards for English/Language 
Arts and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study of plays and 
literary art as different from other literary genres. Students view live, televised, or filmed 
productions and stage scenes from plays or scripts. Students examine tragedies, comedies, 



melodramas, musicals or operas created by important playwrights and screenwriters 
representing the literary movements in dramatic literature. Students analyze how live 
performance alters interpretation from text and how developments in acting and production have 
altered the way we interpret plays or scripts. Students analyze the relationship between the 
development of dramatic literature as entertainment and as a reflection or influence on the 
culture. 

Speech - Campus Wide Elective taught in partnership with Ivy Tech Community 
College. (May count as a Senior English Credit)!

Speech, a course based on Indiana's Academic Standards for English/Language Arts and the 
Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts Standards, is the study and 
application of the basic principles and techniques of effective oral communication. Students 
deliver focused and coherent speeches that convey clear messages, using gestures, tone, and 
vocabulary appropriate to the audience and purpose. Students deliver different types of oral and 
multi-media presentations, including viewpoint, instructional, demonstration, informative, 
persuasive, and impromptu. Students use the same Standard English conventions for oral 
speech that they use in their writing. 

Photo Journalism - Campus wide elective!

Journalism, a course based on Indiana's Academic Standards for English/Language Arts and 
the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study of communications 
history including the legal boundaries and the ethical principles that guide journalistic writing. It 
includes a comparison study of journalistic writing to other types of writing. Students prepare for 
a career path in journalism by working on high school publications or media staffs. 
JOURNALISM PROJECT for the second credit: Students complete a project, such as a special 
feature magazine or mini-documentary on a topic of interest or concern. The project 
demonstrates knowledge, application, and progress in Journalism course content. 

Publications/Newspaper - Campus wide elective	


Student Publications, a course based on the High School Journalism Standards and the Student 
Publications Standards, is the continuation of the study of journalism. Students demonstrate 
their ability to do journalistic writing and design for high school publications, including school 
newspapers and yearbooks, and a variety of media formats. Students follow the ethical 
principles and legal boundaries that guide scholastic journalism. Students express themselves 
publicly with meaning and clarity for the purpose of informing, entertaining, or persuading. 
Students work on high school publications or media staffs so that they may prepare themselves 
for career paths in journalism, communications, writing, or related fields. 

Publications/Yearbook - Campus wide elective!

Student Publications, a course based on the High School Journalism Standards and the Student 
Publications Standards, is the continuation of the study of journalism. Students demonstrate 
their ability to do journalistic writing and design for high school publications, including school 
newspapers and yearbooks, and a variety of media formats. Students follow the ethical 
principles and legal boundaries that guide scholastic journalism. Students express themselves 
publicly with meaning and clarity for the purpose of informing, entertaining, or persuading. 
Students work on high school publications or media staffs so that they may prepare themselves 
for career paths in journalism, communications, writing, or related fields. 

!



Creative Writing - Campus wide elective offered in both HSTW & NT (May count as 
a Senior English Credit)!

Creative Writing, a course based on Indiana's Academic Standards for English/Language Arts 
and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study and application of 
the rhetorical (effective) writing strategies for prose and poetry. Using the writing process, 
students demonstrate a command of vocabulary, the nuances of language and vocabulary, 
English language conventions, an awareness of the audience, the purposes for writing, and the 
style of their own writing. CREATIVE WRITING PROJECT: Students complete a project, such 
as a short story, a narrative or epic poem, a persuasive speech or letter, a book review, a script 
or short play, or other creative compositions, which demonstrates knowledge, application, and 
writing progress in the Creative Writing course content. 

Expository Writing - An elective offered in the NT Courses!

Expository Writing, a course based on Indiana's Academic Standards for English/Language Arts 
and the Common Core State Standards for English/Language, is a study and application of the 
various types of informational writing intended for a variety of different audiences. Using the 
writing process, students demonstrate a command of vocabulary, English language 
conventions, research and organizational skills, an awareness of the audience, the purpose for 
writing, and style. EXPOSITORY WRITING PROJECT: Students complete a project, such as an 
extended essay or report explaining the main idea or thesis by using the expository strategies of 
classification, illustration by example, definition, comparison and contrast, process analysis 
(descriptions or explanations that provide instructions for the reader), cause and effect, 
definitions, or some combination of these strategies, which demonstrates knowledge, 
application, and writing progress in the Expository Writing course content. 

Social Studies!

Current Problems - Campus wide elective!

Current Problems gives students the opportunity to apply investigative and inquiry techniques to 
the study of significant problems or issues. Students develop competence in (1) recognizing 
cause and effect relationships, (2) recognizing fallacies in reasoning and propaganda devices, 
(3) synthesizing knowledge into useful patterns, (4) stating and testing hypotheses, and (5) 
generalizing based on evidence. Problems or issues selected will have contemporary historical 
significance and will be studies from the viewpoint of the social science disciplines. Community 
service programs and internships within the community may be included. 

Economics - A required course	


Economics examines the allocation of resources and their uses for satisfying human needs and 
wants. The course analyzes economic reasoning used by consumers, producers, savers, 
investors, workers, voters, and government in making decisions. Key elements of the course 
include study of scarcity and economic reasoning, supply and demand, market structures, role 
of government, national income determination, the role of financial institutions, economic 
stabilization, and trade. Students will explain that because resources are limited, people must 
make choices and understand the role that supply, demand, prices, and profits play in a market 
economy. The functions of government in a market economy and market structures will be 
examined. Students will understand economic performance, money, stabilization policies, and 
trade of the United States. The behavior of people, societies and institutions and economic 
thinking is integral to this course. 



International Relations - A Social Studies Elective Course!

International Relations provides a survey of the formal relations among sovereign states in the 
international system, emphasizing the operation of diplomacy. The procedures for settlement of 
disputes and various methods of international conflict resolution are included. This course 
examines power, interdependence, global development, and international organizations. 

Psychology - A Campus Wide Elective!

Psychology is the scientific study of mental processes and behavior. The course is divided into 
six content areas and uses the scientific methods to explore research methods and ethical 
consideration. Developmental psychology takes a life span approach to physical, cognitive, 
language, emotional, social, and moral development. Cognitive aspects of the course focus on 
learning, memory, information processing, and language. Personality, Assessment, and Mental 
Health topics include psychological disorders, treatment, personality, and assessment. Socio-
cultural dimensions of behavior deal with topics such as conformity, obedience, perceptions, 
attitudes, and influence of the group on the individual. The Biological Basis focuses on the way 
the brain and nervous system function, including sensation, perception, motivation, and 
emotion. 

U S Government -!

United States Government provides a framework for understanding the purposes, principles, 
and practices of constitutional representative democracy in the United States. Responsible and 
effective participation of citizens is stressed. Students understand the nature of citizenship, 
politics, and governments and understand the rights and responsibilities of citizens and how 
these are part of local, state, and national government. Students examine how the United States 
Constitution protects rights and provides the structure and functions of various levels of 
government. How the United States interacts with other nations and the government’s role in 
world affairs will be included. Using primary and secondary resources, students will articulate, 
evaluate, and defend positions on political issues. As a result, they will be able to explain the 
role of individuals and groups in government, politics, and civic activities and the need for civic 
and political engagement of citizens in the United States. 

U S History -!

United States History is a two-semester course that builds upon concepts developed in previous 
studies of U.S. History and emphasizes national development from the late nineteenth century 
into the twenty-first century. After reviewing fundamental themes in the early development of the 
nation, students are expected to identify and review significant events, persons, and movements 
in the early development of the nation. The course then gives major emphasis to the interaction 
of key events, people, and political, economic, social, and cultural influences in national 
developments from the late nineteenth century through the present as they relate to life in 
Indiana and the United States. Students are expected to trace and analyze chronological 
periods and examine the significant themes and concepts in U.S. History. Students develop 
historical thinking and research skills and use primary and secondary sources to explore topical 
issues and to understand the cause for changes in the nation over time.	


!
!



World History & Civilization -!

World History and Civilization emphasizes events and developments in the past that greatly 
affected large numbers of people across broad areas and that significantly influenced peoples 
and places in subsequent eras. Key events related to people and places as well as transcultural 
interaction and exchanges are examined in this course. Students are expected to compare and 
contrast events and developments involving diverse peoples and civilizations in different regions 
of the world. They will examine examples of continuity and change, universality and particularity, 
and unity and diversity among various peoples and cultures from the past to the present. 
Students are also expected to practice and process skills of historical thinking and research and 
apply content knowledge to the practice of thinking and inquiry skills and processes. There will 
be continuous and pervasive interactions of processes and content, skills and substance, in the 
teaching and learning of history.	


World Language!

French I -	


French I, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, introduces 
students to effective strategies for beginning French language learning, and to various aspects 
of French-speaking culture. This course encourages interpersonal communication through 
speaking and writing, providing opportunities to make and respond to basic requests and 
questions, understand and use appropriate greetings and forms of address, participate in brief 
guided conversations on familiar topics, and write short passages with guidance. This course 
also emphasizes the development of reading and listening comprehension skills, such as 
reading isolated words and phrases in a situational context and comprehending brief written or 
oral directions. Additionally, students will examine the practices, products and perspectives of 
French-speaking culture; recognize basic routine practices of the target culture; and recognize 
and use situation-appropriate non-verbal communication. This course further emphasizes 
making connections across content areas and the application of understanding French 
language and culture outside of the classroom.	


French II -!

French II, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, builds upon 
effective strategies for French language learning by encouraging the use of the language and 
cultural understanding for self-directed purposes. This course encourages interpersonal 
communication through speaking and writing, providing opportunities to make and respond to 
requests and questions in expanded contexts, participate independently in brief conversations 
on familiar topics, and write cohesive passages with greater independence and using 
appropriate formats. This course also emphasizes the development of reading and listening 
comprehension skills, such as using contextual clues to guess meaning and comprehending 
longer written or oral directions. Students will address the presentational mode by presenting 
prepared material on a variety of topics, as well as reading aloud to practice appropriate 
pronunciation and intonation. Additionally, students will describe the practices, products and 
perspectives of French-speaking culture; report on basic family and social practices of the target 
culture; and describe contributions from the target culture. This course further emphasizes 
making connections across content areas and the application of understanding French 
language and culture outside of the classroom. 

!
!



!
French II -!

French III, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, builds upon 
effective strategies for French language learning by facilitating the use of the language and 
cultural understanding for self-directed purposes. This course encourages interpersonal 
communication through speaking and writing, providing opportunities to initiate, sustain and 
close conversations; exchange detailed information in oral and written form; and write cohesive 
information with greater detail. This course also emphasizes the continued development of 
reading and listening comprehension skills, such as using cognates, synonyms and antonyms to 
derive meaning from written and oral information, as well as comprehending detailed written or 
oral directions. Students will address the presentational mode by presenting student-created 
material on a variety of topics, as well as reading aloud to practice appropriate pronunciation 
and intonation. Additionally, students will continue to develop understanding of French-speaking 
culture through recognition of the interrelations among the practices, products and perspectives 
of the target culture; discussion of significant events in the target culture; and investigation of 
elements that shape cultural identity in the target culture. This course further emphasizes 
making connections across content areas as well the application of understanding French 
language and culture outside of the classroom. 

French IV -!

French IV, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, provides a 
context for integration of the continued development of language skills and cultural 
understanding with other content areas and the community beyond the classroom. The skill sets 
that apply to the exchange of written and oral information are expanded through emphasis on 
practicing speaking and listening strategies that facilitate communication, such as the use of 
circumlocution, guessing meaning in familiar and unfamiliar contexts, and using elements of 
word formation to expand vocabulary and derive meaning. Additionally, students will continue to 
develop understanding of French-speaking culture through explaining factors that influence the 
practices, products, and perspectives of the target culture; reflecting on cultural practices of the 
target culture; and comparing systems of the target culture and the student’s own culture. This 
course further emphasizes making connections across content areas through the design of 
activities and materials that integrate the target language and culture with concepts and skills 
from other content areas. The use and influence of the French language and culture in the 
community beyond the classroom is explored through the identification and evaluation of 
resources intended for native French speakers.  

Spanish I -!

Spanish I, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, introduces 
students to effective strategies for beginning Spanish language learning, and to various aspects 
of Spanish-speaking culture. This course encourages interpersonal communication through 
speaking and writing, providing opportunities to make and respond to basic requests and 
questions, understand and use appropriate greetings and forms of address, participate in brief 
guided conversations on familiar topics, and write short passages with guidance. This course 
also emphasizes the development of reading and listening comprehension skills, such as 
reading isolated words and phrases in a situational context and comprehending brief written or 
oral directions. Additionally, students will examine the practices, products and perspectives of 
Spanish-speaking culture; recognize basic routine practices of the target culture; and recognize 
and use situation-appropriate non-verbal communication. This course further emphasizes 



making connections across content areas and the application of understanding Spanish 
language and culture outside of the classroom.  

Spanish II -!

Spanish II, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, builds upon 
effective strategies for Spanish language learning by encouraging the use of the language and 
cultural understanding for self-directed purposes. This course encourages interpersonal 
communication through speaking and writing, providing opportunities to make and respond to 
requests and questions in expanded contexts, participate independently in brief conversations 
on familiar topics, and write cohesive passages with greater independence and using 
appropriate formats. This course also emphasizes the development of reading and listening 
comprehension skills, such as using contextual clues to guess meaning and comprehending 
longer written or oral directions. Students will address the presentational mode by presenting 
prepared material on a variety of topics, as well as reading aloud to practice appropriate 
pronunciation and intonation. Additionally, students will describe the practices, products and 
perspectives of Spanish-speaking culture; report on basic family and social practices of the 
target culture; and describe contributions from the target culture. This course further 
emphasizes making connections across content areas and the application of understanding 
Spanish language and culture outside of the classroom. 

Spanish III -!

Spanish III, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, builds upon 
effective strategies for Spanish language learning by facilitating the use of the language and 
cultural understanding for self-directed purposes. This course encourages interpersonal 
communication through speaking and writing, providing opportunities to initiate, sustain and 
close conversations; exchange detailed information in oral and written form; and write cohesive 
information with greater detail. This course also emphasizes the continued development of 
reading and listening comprehension skills, such as using cognates, synonyms and antonyms to 
derive meaning from written and oral information, as well as comprehending detailed written or 
oral directions. Students will address the presentational mode by presenting student-created 
material on a variety of topics, as well as reading aloud to practice appropriate pronunciation 
and intonation. Additionally, students will continue to develop understanding of Spanish-
speaking culture through recognition of the interrelations among the practices, products and 
perspectives of the target culture; discussion of significant events in the target culture; and 
investigation of elements that shape cultural identity in the target culture. This course further 
emphasizes making connections across content areas as well the application of understanding 
Spanish language and culture outside of the classroom.  

Spanish IV -!

Spanish IV, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for World Languages, provides a 
context for integration of the continued development of language skills and cultural 
understanding with other content areas and the community beyond the classroom. The skill sets 
that apply to the exchange of written and oral information are expanded through emphasis on 
practicing speaking and listening strategies that facilitate communication, such as the use of 
circumlocution, guessing meaning in familiar and unfamiliar contexts, and using elements of 
word formation to expand vocabulary and derive meaning. Additionally, students will continue to 
develop understanding of Spanish-speaking culture through explaining factors that influence the 
practices, products, and perspectives of the target culture; reflecting on cultural practices of the 
target culture; and comparing systems of the target culture and the student’s own culture. This 
course further emphasizes making connections across content areas through the design of 



activities and materials that integrate the target language and culture with concepts and skills 
from other content areas. The use and influence of the Spanish language and culture in the 
community beyond the classroom is explored through the identification and evaluation of 
resources intended for native Spanish speakers. 

Mathematics  !

Algebra Enrichment -!

Algebra Enrichment is a mathematics support course for Algebra I. The course provides 
students with additional time to build the foundations necessary for high school math courses, 
while concurrently having access to rigorous, grade-level appropriate courses. The five critical 
areas of Algebra Enrichment align with the critical areas of Algebra I: Relationships between 
Quantities and Reasoning with Equations; Linear and Exponential Relationships; Descriptive 
Statistics; Expressions and Equations; and Quadratic Functions and Modeling. However, 
whereas Algebra I contains exclusively grade-level content, Algebra Enrichment combines 
standards from high school courses with foundational standards from the middle grades. 

Algebra I -!

Algebra I formalizes and extends the mathematics students learned in the middle grades. Five 
critical areas comprise Algebra I: Relations and Functions; Linear Equations and Inequalities; 
Quadratic and Nonlinear Equations; Systems of Equations and Inequalities; and Polynomial 
Expressions. The critical areas deepen and extend understanding of linear and exponential 
relationships by contrasting them with each other and by applying linear models to data that 
exhibit a linear trend, and students engage in methods for analyzing, solving, and using 
quadratic functions. The Mathematical Practice Standards apply throughout each course and, 
together with the content standards, prescribe that students experience mathematics as a 
coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make sense of problem 
situations.  

Algebra II -!

Algebra II builds on work with linear, quadratic, and exponential functions and allows for 
students to extend their repertoire of functions to include polynomial, rational, and radical 
functions. Students work closely with the expressions that define the functions, and continue to 
expand and hone their abilities to model situations and to solve equations, including solving 
quadratic equations over the set of complex numbers and solving exponential equations using 
the properties of logarithms. The Mathematical Practice Standards apply throughout each 
course and, together with the content standards, prescribe that students experience 
mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make 
sense of problem situations.  

Finite Mate -!

Finite Mathematics is an umbrella of mathematical topics. It is a course designed for students 
who will undertake higher-level mathematics in college that may not include calculus. Topics 
include: (1) counting techniques, (2) matrices, (3) recursion, (4) graph theory, (5) social choice, 
(6) linear programming, and (7) game theory. Technology, such as computers and graphing 
calculators, should be used frequently. 

!



Geometry -!

Geometry formalizes and extends students’ geometric experiences from the middle grades. 
Students explore more complex geometric situations and deepen their explanations of 
geometric relationships, moving towards formal mathematical arguments. Six critical areas 
comprise the Geometry course: Congruency and Similarity; Measurement; Analytic Geometry; 
Circles; and Polyhedra. Close attention should be paid to the introductory content for the 
Geometry conceptual category found in the high school INCC The Mathematical Practice 
Standards apply throughout each course and, together with the content standards, prescribe 
that students experience mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use 
of their ability to make sense of problem situations. 

Calculus -!

Calculus expands a student’s knowledge of topics functions, graphs, limits, derivatives, and 
integrals. Additionally, students will review algebra and functions, modeling, trigonometry, etc. 

Mathematics Lab -!

Mathematics Lab provides students with individualized instruction designed to support success 
in completing mathematics coursework aligned with Indiana’s Academic Standards for 
Mathematics. It is recommended that Mathematics Lab is taken in conjunction with a Core 40 
mathematics course, and the content of Mathematics Lab should be tightly aligned to the 
content of its corresponding course. Mathematics Lab should not be offered in conjunction with 
Algebra I or Integrated Mathematics I; instead, schools should offer Algebra Enrichment or 
Integrated Mathematics Enrichment to provide students with rigorous support for these courses. 

Pre-Calculus/Trigonometry -!

Pre-Calculus/Trigonometry is a two-credit course that combines the material from Trigonometry 
and Pre- Calculus into one course. The foundations of algebra and functions developed in 
previous courses will be extended to new functions, including exponential and logarithmic 
functions, and to higher-level sequences and series. The course provides students with the 
skills and understandings that are necessary for advanced manipulation of angles and 
measurement. Students will also advance their understanding of imaginary numbers through an 
investigation of complex numbers and polar coordinates. The course is designed for students 
who expect math to be a major component of their future college and career experiences, and 
as such it is designed to provide students with strong foundations for calculus and other higher-
level math courses. 

Statistics AP -!

Statistics, Advanced Placement is a course based on content established by the College Board. 
The purpose of the AP course in statistics is to introduce students to the major concepts and 
tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. Topics include: (1) exploring 
data: describing patterns and departures from patterns (2) sampling and experimentation: 
planning and conducting a study, (3) anticipating patterns: exploring random phenomena using 
probability and simulation, and (4) statistical inference: estimating population parameters and 
testing hypotheses. The use of graphing calculators and computer software is required. A 
comprehensive description of this course can be found on the College Board AP Central Course 
Description web page at: http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/repository/ap-statistics-
course-description.pdf 

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/repository/ap-statistics-course-description.pdf


!
Science!

Environmental Science -!

Environmental Science is an interdisciplinary course that integrates biology, earth science, 
chemistry, and other disciplines. Students enrolled in this course conduct in-depth scientific 
studies of ecosystems, population dynamics, resource management, and environmental 
consequences of natural and anthropogenic processes. Students formulate, design, and carry 
out laboratory and field investigations as an essential course component. Students completing 
Environmental Science, acquire the essential tools for understanding the complexities of 
national and global environmental systems. 

Biology I -!

Biology I is a course based on the following core topics: cellular chemistry, structure and 
reproduction; matter cycles and energy transfer; interdependence of organisms; molecular basis 
of heredity; genetics and evolution. Instruction should focus on developing student 
understanding that scientific knowledge is gained from observation of natural phenomena and 
experimentation by designing and conducting investigations guided by theory and by evaluating 
and communicating the results of those investigations according to accepted procedures. 

!
Biology Advanced Placement -!

Biology, Advanced Placement is a course based on the content established by the College 
Board. The major themes of the course include: The process of evolution drives the diversity 
and unity of life, Biological systems utilize free energy and molecular building blocks to grow, to 
reproduce and to maintain dynamic homeostasis, Living systems store, retrieve, transmit and 
respond to information essential to life processes, Biological systems interact, and these 
systems and their interactions possess complex properties. 

Chemistry I -!

Chemistry I is a course based on the following core topics: properties and states of matter; 
atomic structure; bonding; chemical reactions; solution chemistry; behavior of gases, and 
organic chemistry. Students enrolled in Chemistry I compare, contrast, and synthesize useful 
models of the structure and properties of matter and the mechanisms of its interactions. 
Instruction should focus on developing student understanding that scientific knowledge is 
gained from observation of natural phenomena and experimentation by designing and 
conducting investigations guided by theory and by evaluating and communicating the results of 
those investigations according to accepted procedures. 

Chemistry II -!

Chemistry II is an extended laboratory, field, and literature investigations-based course. 
Students enrolled in Chemistry II examine the chemical reactions of matter in living and 
nonliving materials. Based on the unifying themes of chemistry and the application of physical 
and mathematical models of the interactions of matter, students use the methods of scientific 



inquiry to answer chemical questions and solve problems concerning personal needs and 
community issues related to chemistry.  

Physics AP -!

Physics 1: Algebra-based, Advanced Placement is equivalent to a first-semester college course 
in algebra-based physics. The course covers Newtonian mechanics (including rotational 
dynamics and angular momentum); work, energy, and power; mechanical waves and sound. It 
will also introduce electric circuits. A comprehensive description of this course can be found on 
the College Board AP Central Course Description web page at: http://
apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/descriptions/index.html  

!
Physics -!

Physics I is a course focused on the following core topics: motion and forces; energy and 
momentum; temperature and thermal energy transfer; electricity and magnetism; vibrations and 
waves; light and optics. Instruction should focus on developing student understanding that 
scientific knowledge is gained from observation of natural phenomena and experimentation by 
designing and conducting investigations guided by theory and by evaluating and communicating 
the results of those investigations according to accepted procedures.  

Advanced Science  -!

Advanced Science, Special Topics is any science course which is grounded in extended 
laboratory, field, and literature investigations into one or more specialized science disciplines, 
such as anatomy/physiology, astronomy, biochemistry, botany, ecology, electromagnetism, 
genetics, geology, nuclear physics, organic chemistry, etc. Students enrolled in this course 
engage in an in-depth study of the application of science concepts, principles, and unifying 
themes that are unique to that particular science discipline and that address specific 
technological, environmental or health-related issues. Under the direction of a science advisor, 
students enrolled in this course will complete an end-of-course project and presentation, such 
as a scientific research paper or science fair project, integrating knowledge, skills, and concepts 
from the student’s course of study. Individual projects are preferred, but group projects may be 
appropriate if each student in the group has specific and unique responsibilities. 

Integrated Chemistry-Physics -!

Integrated Chemistry-Physics is a course focused on the following core topics: motion and 
energy of macroscopic objects; chemical, electrical, mechanical and nuclear energy; properties 
of matter; transport of energy; magnetism; energy production and its relationship to the 
environment and economy. Instruction should focus on developing student understanding that 
scientific knowledge is gained from observation of natural phenomena and experimentation by 
designing and conducting investigations guided by theory and by evaluating and communicating 
the results of those investigations according to accepted procedures 

Health and Physical Education!

Health Education -!

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/descriptions/index.html


Health & Wellness, a course based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for Health & Wellness, 
provides the basis to help students adopt and maintain healthy behaviors. Health education 
should contribute directly to a student’s ability to successfully practice behaviors that protect and 
promote health and avoid or reduce health risks. Through a variety of instructional strategies, 
students practice the development of functional health information (essential concepts); 
determine personal values that support health behaviors; develop group norms that value a 
healthy lifestyle; develop the essential skills necessary to adopt, practice, and maintain health-
enhancing behaviors. This course includes the application of priority areas in a planned, 
sequential, comprehensive health education curriculum. Priority areas include: promoting 
personal health and wellness, physical activity, healthy eating, promoting safety and preventing 
unintentional injury and violence, promoting mental and emotional health, a tobacco-free 
lifestyle and an alcohol- and other drug-free lifestyle and promoting human development and 
family health. This course provides students with the knowledge and skills of health and 
wellness core concepts, analyzing influences, accessing information, interpersonal 
communication, decision-making and goal- setting skills, health-enhancing behaviors, and 
health and wellness advocacy skills. 

Elective Physical Education -!

Elective Physical Education, a course based on selected standards from Indiana’s Academic 
Standards for Physical Education, identifies what a student should know and be able to do as a 
result of a quality physical education program. The goal of a physically educated student is to 
maintain appropriate levels of cardio- respiratory endurance, muscular strength and endurance, 
flexibility, and body composition necessary for a healthy and productive life. Elective Physical 
Education promotes lifetime sport and recreational activities and provides an opportunity for an 
in-depth study in one or more specific areas. A minimum of two of the following activities should 
be included: team sports; dual sports activities; individual physical activities; outdoor pursuits; 
self-defense and martial arts; aquatics; gymnastics; and dance. It includes the study of physical 
development concepts and principles of sport and exercise as well as opportunities to develop 
or refine skills and attitudes that promote lifelong fitness. Students have the opportunity to 
design and develop an appropriate personal fitness program that enables them to achieve a 
desired level of fitness. Ongoing assessment includes both written and performance-based skill 
evaluation. Individual assessments may be modified for individuals with disabilities, in addition 
to those with IEP’s and 504 plans (e.g., chronic illnesses, temporary injuries, obesity, etc.). See 
511 IAC 7-27-9, 7-27-11. 

Fine Arts!

Introduction to Two-Dimensional Art -!

Introduction to Two-Dimensional Art is a course based on the Indiana Academic Standards for 
Visual Art. Students taking this course engage in sequential learning experiences that 
encompass art history, art criticism, aesthetics, production, and integrated studies and lead to 
the creation of portfolio quality works. Students explore historical and cultural background and 
connections; analyze, interpret, theorize, and make informed judgments about artwork and the 
nature of art; create two-dimensional works of art, reflect upon the outcomes, and revise their 
work; relate art to other disciplines and discover opportunities for integration; and incorporate 
literacy and presentational skills. They identify ways to utilize and support art museums, 
galleries, studios, and community resources. 

!
!



Introduction to Three-Dimensional Art -!

Introduction to Three-Dimensional Art is a course based on the Indiana Academic Standards for 
Visual Art. Students taking this course engage in sequential learning experiences that 
encompass art history, art criticism, aesthetics, production, and integrated studies and lead to 
the creation of portfolio quality works. Students explore historical and cultural background and 
connections; analyze, interpret, theorize, and make informed judgments about artwork and the 
nature of art; create three-dimensional works of art, reflect upon the outcomes, and revise their 
work; relate art to other disciplines and discover opportunities for integration; and incorporate 
literacy and presentational skills. They identify ways to utilize and support art museums, 
galleries, studios, and community resources. 

Ceramics -!

Ceramics is a course based on the Indiana Academic Standards for Visual Art. Students in 
ceramics engage in sequential learning experiences that encompass art history, art criticism, 
aesthetics, and production and lead to the creation of portfolio quality works. Students create 
works of art in clay utilizing the processes of hand building, molds, wheel throwing, slip and 
glaze techniques, and the firing processes. They reflect upon and refine their work; explore 
cultural and historical connections; analyze, interpret, theorize, and make informed judgments 
about artwork and the nature of art; relate art to other disciplines and discover opportunities for 
integration; and incorporate literacy and presentational skills. Students utilize the resources of 
art museums, galleries, and studios, and identify art-related careers. 

Fiber Arts -!

Fiber Arts is a course based on the Indiana Academic Standards for Visual Art. Students in fiber 
arts engage in sequential learning experiences that encompass art history, art criticism, 
aesthetics, and production and lead to the creation of portfolio quality works. Students create 
fiber art works utilizing processes such as loom and off- loom construction, dyeing, coiling, and 
stitchery. They reflect upon and refine their work; explore cultural and historical connections; 
analyze, interpret, theorize, and make informed judgments about artwork and the nature of art; 
relate art to other disciplines and discover opportunities for integration; and incorporate literacy 
and presentational skills. Students utilize the resources of art museums, galleries, and studios, 
and identify art- related careers. 

Studio Art AP -!

Studio Art, Advanced Placement – Drawing Portfolio is designed to address a very broad 
interpretation of drawing issues and media. Light and shade, line quality, rendering of form, 
composition, surface manipulation, and illusion of depth are drawing issues that can be 
addressed through a variety of means, which could include painting, printmaking, mixed media, 
etc. Abstract, observational, and inventive works may demonstrate drawing competence. Any 
work that makes use of (appropriate) other artists’ works (including photographs) and/or 
published images must show substantial and significant development beyond duplication. This 
is demonstrated through manipulation of the formal qualities, design, and/or concept of the 
source. A comprehensive description of this course can be found on the College Board AP 
Central Course Description web page at: http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/
descriptions/index.html 

!
!

http://apcentral.collegeboard.com/apc/public/courses/descriptions/index.html


Dance Performance -!

Dance Performance is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for Dance. Sequential and 
systematic learning experiences are provided in the specific genre offered, whether it is Ballet, 
Modern, Jazz, or Ethnic-Folk. Activities utilize a wide variety of materials and experiences and 
are designed to develop techniques appropriate within the genre, including individual and group 
instruction in performance repertoire and skills. Students develop the ability to express their 
thoughts, perceptions, feelings, and images through movement. The performance class 
provides opportunities for students to experience degrees of physical prowess, technique, 
flexibility, and the study of dance performance as an artistic discipline and as a form of artistic 
communication. Students describe, analyze, interpret, and judge live and recorded dance 
performances of professional dancers and companies in the genre. They also become aware of 
the vocational and a vocational opportunities in dance. 

Beginning Band -!

Beginning Concert Band is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School 
Instrumental Music. Students taking this course are provided with a balanced comprehensive 
study of music through the concert band, which develops skills in the psychomotor, cognitive, 
and affective domains. Ensemble and solo activities are designed to develop elements of 
musicianship including tone production, technical skills, intonation, music reading skills, listening 
skills, analyzing music, studying historically significant styles of literature, and integration of 
other applicable disciplines. Experiences include improvising, conducting, playing by ear, and 
sight-reading. Students develop the ability to understand and convey the composer's intent in 
performance of music. Time outside of the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and 
performances. A limited number of public performances may serve as a culmination of daily 
rehearsal and musical goals. Students are required to participate in performance opportunities 
outside of the school day that support and extend learning in the classroom. 

Jazz Ensemble -!

Jazz Ensemble is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School Instrumental 
Music. Students taking this course develop musicianship and specific performance skills 
through group and individual settings for the study and performance of varied styles of 
instrumental jazz. Instruction includes the study of the history, formative, and stylistic elements 
of jazz. Students develop their creative skills through improvisation, composition, arranging, 
performing, listening, and analyzing. A limited amount of time outside of the school day may be 
scheduled for rehearsals and performances. In addition, a limited number of public 
performances may serve as a culmination of daily rehearsal and musical goals. Students must 
participate in performance opportunities outside of the school day that support and extend the 
learning in the classroom. Student participants must also be receiving instruction in another 
band or orchestra class offering at the discretion of the director. 

Intermediate Band -!

Intermediate Concert Band is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School 
Instrumental Music. This course includes a balanced comprehensive study of music that 
develops skills in the psychomotor, cognitive, and affective domains. Ensemble and solo 
activities are designed to develop elements of musicianship including tone production, technical 
skills, intonation, music reading skills, listening skills, analyzing music, studying historically 
significant styles of literature, and integration of other applicable disciplines. Students study a 
varied repertoire of developmentally appropriate concert band literature and develop the ability 
to understand and convey the composer's intent in performance of music. Time outside of the 



school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and performances. A limited number of public 
performances may serve as a culmination of daily rehearsal and musical goals. Students are 
required to participate in performance opportunities outside of the school day that support and 
extend learning in the classroom. 

Advanced Band -!

Advanced Concert Band is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School 
Instrumental Music. This course provides students with a balanced comprehensive study of 
music through the concert band, which develops skills in the psychomotor, cognitive, and 
affective domains. Ensemble and solo activities are designed to develop elements of 
musicianship including tone production, technical skills, intonation, music reading skills, listening 
skills, analyzing music, studying historically significant styles of literature, and integration of 
other applicable disciplines. Experiences include improvising, conducting, playing by ear, and 
sight-reading. Students develop the ability to understand and convey the composer's intent in 
performance of music. Time outside of the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and 
performances. A limited number of public performances may serve as a culmination of daily 
rehearsal and musical goals. Students are required to participate in performance opportunities 
outside of the school day that support and extend learning in the classroom. 

!
!
Beginning Chorus -!

Beginning Chorus is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School Choral Music. 
Students taking Beginning Chorus develop musicianship and specific performance skills through 
ensemble and solo singing. This class includes the study of quality repertoire in the diverse 
styles of choral literature appropriate in difficulty and range for the students. Chorus classes 
provide opportunities for performing, creating, and responding to music. Students develop the 
ability to understand and convey the composer's intent in performance of music. Time outside of 
the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and performances. A limited number of public 
performances may serve as a culmination of daily rehearsal and musical goals. Students are 
required to participate in performance opportunities outside of the school day that support and 
extend learning in the classroom. 

Intermediate Chorus -!

Intermediate Chorus is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School Choral 
Music. Students taking Intermediate Chorus develop musicianship and specific performance 
skills through ensemble and solo singing. This class includes the study of quality repertoire in 
the diverse styles of choral literature appropriate in difficulty and range for the students. Chorus 
classes provide opportunities for performing, creating, and responding to music. Students 
develop the ability to understand and convey the composer's intent in performance of music. 
Time outside of the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and performances. A limited 
number of public performances may serve as a culmination of daily rehearsal and musical 
goals. Students are required to participate in performance opportunities outside of the school 
day that support and extend learning in the classroom. 

Advanced Chorus -!



Advanced Chorus is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School Choral Music. 
Students taking Advanced Chorus develop musicianship and specific performance skills through 
ensemble and solo singing. This class includes the study of quality repertoire in the diverse 
styles of choral literature appropriate in difficulty and range for the students. Chorus classes 
provide opportunities for performing, creating, and responding to music. Students develop the 
ability to understand and convey the composer's intent in performance of music. Time outside of 
the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and performances. A limited number of public 
performances may serve as a culmination of daily rehearsal and musical goals. Students are 
required to participate in performance opportunities outside of the school day that support and 
extend learning in the classroom. 

Vocal Jazz -!

Vocal Jazz is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School Choral Music. 
Students in this course develop musicianship and specific performance skills through group and 
individual settings for the study and performance of varied styles of vocal jazz. Instruction 
includes the study of the history and formative and stylistic elements of jazz. Students develop 
their creative skills through improvisation, composition, arranging, performing, listening, and 
analyzing. Time outside of the school day may be scheduled for rehearsals and performances. 
A limited number of public performances may serve as a culmination of daily rehearsal and 
musical goals. Students are required to participate in performance opportunities outside of the 
school day that support and extend learning in the classroom. 

Applied Music -!

Applied Music is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for High School Choral or 
Instrumental Music. Applied Music offers high school students the opportunity to receive small 
group or private instruction designed to develop and refine performance skills. A variety of music 
methods and repertoire is utilized to refine students' abilities in performing, creating, and 
responding to music. 

Musical Theatre -!

Musical Theatre is based on the Indiana Academic Standards for Theatre. Students in this 
course study the history of musical theatre and its place in today’s society. They participate in 
staging, choreographing, rehearsing, and performing an original or existing musical work. This 
class may be taught collaboratively among music, theatre, dance, and visual arts faculty. These 
activities should incorporate elements of theatre history, culture, analysis, response, creative 
process, and integrated studies. Additionally, students explore career opportunities in the 
theatre, attend and critique theatrical productions, and recognize the responsibilities and the 
importance of individual theatre patrons in their community. 

BUSINESS, MARKETING, AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION!

Business Math -!

Business Math is a business course designed to prepare students for roles as entrepreneurs, 
producers, and business leaders by developing abilities and skills that are part of any business 
environment. A solid understanding of math including algebra, basic geometry, statistics and 
probability provides the necessary foundation for students interested in careers in business and 
skilled trade areas. The content includes mathematical operations related to accounting, 
banking and finance, marketing, and management. Instructional strategies should include 
simulations, guest speakers, tours, Internet research, and business experiences. 



Computer Illustration and Graphics -!

Computer Illustration and Graphics introduces students to the computer’s use in visual 
communication. The focus of the course is on basic computer terminology and use, mastering 
fundamental skills, and developing efficient working styles. These skills are then developed by 
creating work with imaging, drawing, interactive, and page layout software. The course includes 
organized learning experiences that incorporate a variety of visual art techniques as they relate 
to the design and execution of layouts and illustrations for advertising, displays, promotional 
materials, and instructional manuals. Instruction also covers advertising theory and preparation 
of copy, lettering, posters, produce vector illustrations, graphics and logos, and artwork in 
addition to incorporation of photographic images. Communication skills will be emphasized 
through the study of effective methods used to design products that impart information and 
ideas. Advanced instruction might also include experiences in silk screening and air brush 
techniques as well as activities in designing product packaging and commercial displays or 
exhibits. 

Introduction to Business -!

Introduction to Business introduces students to the world of business, including the concepts, 
functions, and skills required for meeting the challenges of operating a business in the twenty-
first century on a local, national, and/or international scale. The course covers business 
management, entrepreneurship, marketing fundamentals, and business ethics and law. The 
course further develops business vocabulary and provides an overview of business and the role 
that business plays in economic, social, and political environments. 

!
!
Accounting -!

Accounting introduces the language of business using Generally Accepted Accounting 
Principles (GAAP) and procedures for proprietorships and partnerships using double-entry 
accounting. Emphasis is placed on accounting principles as they relate to both manual and 
automated financial systems. This course involves understanding, analyzing, and recording 
business transactions and preparing, analyzing, and interpreting financial reports as a basis for 
decision making. 

Digital Citizenship -!

Digital Citizenship prepares students to use computer technology in an effective and appropriate 
manner. Students develop knowledge of word processing, spreadsheets, presentation and 
communications software. Students establish what it means to be a good digital citizen and how 
to use technology appropriately. 

Personal Financial Responsibility -!

Personal Financial Responsibility addresses the identification and management of personal 
financial resources to meet the financial needs and wants of individuals and families, 
considering a broad range of economic, social, cultural, technological, environmental, and 
maintenance factors. This course helps students build skills in financial responsibility and 
decision making; analyze personal standards, needs, wants, and goals; identify sources of 



income, saving and investing; understand banking, budgeting, record-keeping and managing 
risk, insurance and credit card debt. A project based approach and applications through 
authentic settings such as work based observations and service learning experiences are 
appropriate. Direct, concrete applications of mathematics proficiencies in projects are 
encouraged. 

Principles of Business Management -!

Principles of Business Management focuses on the roles and responsibilities of managers as 
well as opportunities and challenges of ethically managing a business in the free enterprise 
system. Students will attain an understanding of management, team building, leadership, 
problem solving steps and processes that contribute to the achievement of organizational goals. 
The management of human and financial resources is emphasized. 

Introduction to Entrepreneurship -!

Introduction to Entrepreneurship provides a overview of the what it means to be an 
Entrepreneur. Student will learn about starting and operating a business, marketing products 
and services, and how to find resources to help. This course is ideal for students interested in 
starting their own art gallery, salon, restaurant, etc. 

ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION!

Introduction to Engineering Design -!

Introduction to Engineering Design is an introductory course which develops student problem 
solving skills using the design process. Students document their progress of solutions as they 
move through the design process. Students develop solutions using elements of design and 
manufacturability concepts. They develop hand sketches using 2D and 3D drawing techniques. 
Computer Aided Design (CAD). NOTE: Use of the PLTW Course number is limited to schools 
that have agreed to be part of the Project Lead the Way network and follow all training and data 
collection requirements. 

!
!
Principles of Engineering -!

Principles of Engineering is a course that focuses on the process of applying engineering, 
technological, scientific and mathematical principles in the design, production, and operation of 
products, structures, and systems. This is a hands-on course designed to provide students 
interested in engineering careers to explore experiences related to specialized fields such as 
civil, mechanical, and materials engineering. Students will engage in research, development, 
planning, design, production, and project management to simulate a career in engineering. The 
topics of ethics and the impacts of engineering decisions are also addressed. Classroom 
activities are organized to allow students to work in teams and use modern technological 
processes, computers, CAD software, and production systems in developing and presenting 
solutions to engineering problems. NOTE: Use of the PLTW Course number is limited to schools 
that have agreed to be part of the Project Lead the Way network and follow all training and data 
collection requirements. 



Digital Electronics -!

Digital Electronics is a course of study in applied digital logic that encompasses the design and 
application of electronic circuits and devices found in video games, watches, calculators, digital 
cameras, and thousands of other devices. Instruction includes the application of engineering 
and scientific principles as well as the use of Boolean algebra to solve design problems. Using 
computer software that reflects current industry standards, activities should provide 
opportunities for students to design, construct, test, and analyze simple and complex digital 
circuitry software will be used to develop and evaluate the product design. This course engages 
students in critical thinking and problem-solving skills, time management and teamwork skills. 
NOTE: Use of the PLTW Course number is limited to schools that have agreed to be part of the 
Project Lead the Way network and follow all training and data collection requirements. 

Agricultural Education!

Animal Science -!

Animal Science provides students with an overview of the field of animal science. Students 
participate in a large variety of activities and laboratory work including real and simulated animal 
science experiences and projects. All areas that the students study can be applied to both large 
and small animals. Topics to be addressed include: anatomy and physiology, genetics, 
reproduction, nutrition, common diseases and parasites, social and political issues related to the 
industry and management practices for the care and maintenance of animals while 
incorporating leadership development, supervised agricultural experience and learning about 
career opportunities in the area of animal science. 

Introduction to Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources -!

Introduction to Agriculture, Food and Natural Resources is highly recommended as a 
prerequisite to and a foundation for all other agricultural classes. The nature of this course is to 
provide students with an introduction to the fundamentals of agricultural science and business. 
Topics to be covered include: animal science, plant and soil science, food science, horticultural 
science, agricultural business management, landscape management, natural resources, 
agriculture power, structure and technology, leadership development, supervised agricultural 
experience and career opportunities in the area of agriculture, food and natural resources. 

!
Advanced Life Science Animals -!

Advanced Life Science: Animals provides students with opportunities to participate in a variety 
of activities including laboratory work. Students investigate concepts that enable them to 
understand animal life and animal science as it pertains to agriculture. Through instruction, 
including laboratory, fieldwork, leadership development, supervised agricultural experience and 
the exploration of career opportunities, they will recognize concepts associated with animal 
taxonomy, life at the cellular level, organ systems, genetics, evolution, and ecology, historical 
and current issues in animal agriculture in the area of advanced life science in animals. 

!
Food Science -!



Food Science provides students with an overview of food science and its importance. 
Introduction to principles of food processing, food chemistry and physics, nutrition, food 
microbiology, preservation, packaging and labeling, food commodities, food regulations, issues 
and careers in the food science industry help students understand the role that food science 
plays in securing a safe, nutritious and adequate food supply. A project- based approach is 
utilized along with laboratory, team building and problem solving activities to enhance student 
learning, leadership development, supervised agricultural experience and career opportunities 
in the area of food science. 

Horticulture Science - A Campus Wide Elective!

Horticulture Science is designed to give students a background in the field of horticulture and its 
many career opportunities. It addresses the biology and technology involved in the production, 
processing and marketing of plants and its products. Topics covered include: reproduction and 
propagation of plants, plant growth, growth media, management practices for field and 
greenhouse production, marketing concepts, production of plants of local interest and pest 
management. Students participate in a variety of activities to include extensive laboratory work 
usually in a school greenhouse, leadership development, supervised agricultural experience 
and learning about career opportunities in the area of horticulture science. 

Health Science Education!

Emergency Medical Services -!

Emergency Medical Services prepares students for a state certification which could lead to a 
career in Emergency Medical Services such as an Emergency Medical Technician or a 
Paramedic. This course is designed for persons desiring to perform emergency medical care. 
Students will learn to recognize the seriousness of the patient’s condition, use the appropriate 
emergency care techniques and equipment to stabilize the patient, and transport them to the 
hospital. This course also addresses the handling of victims of hazardous materials accidents. It 
covers theories, techniques, and operational aspects of pre-hospital emergency care with the 
scope and responsibility of the basic emergency medical technician. It requires laboratory 
practice and clinical observation in a hospital emergency room and ambulance. Participation in 
HOSA affords the student the opportunity to compete in a variety of competitive events, 
specifically CPR/First Aid and EMT, at both the state and national level. 

!
Professional Career Internship -!

Anatomy & Physiology -!

Anatomy & Physiology is a course in which students investigate concepts related to Health 
Science, with emphasis on interdependence of systems and contributions of each system to the 
maintenance of a healthy body. Introduces students to the cell, which is the basic structural and 
functional unit of all organisms, and covers tissues, integument, skeleton, muscular and nervous 
systems as an integrated unit. Through instruction, including laboratory activities, students apply 
concepts associated with Human Anatomy & Physiology. Students will understand the structure, 
organization and function of the various components of the healthy body in order to apply this 
knowledge in all health related fields. 

Advanced Nutrition and Wellness -!



Advanced Nutrition and Wellness is a course which provides an extensive study of nutrition. 
This course is recommended for all students wanting to improve their nutrition and learn how 
nutrition affects the body across the lifespan. Advanced Nutrition and Wellness is an especially 
appropriate course for students interested in careers in the medical field, athletic training and 
dietetics. This course builds on the foundation established in Nutrition and Wellness, which is a 
required prerequisite. This is a project-based course; utilizing higher-order thinking, 
communication, leadership and management processes. Topics include extensive study of 
major nutrients, nutritional standards across the lifespan, influences on nutrition/food choices, 
technological and scientific influences, and career exploration in this field. Laboratory 
experiences will be utilized to develop food handling and preparation skills; attention will be 
given to nutrition, food safety and sanitation. This course is the second in a sequence of 
courses that provide a foundation for continuing and post-secondary education in all career 
areas related to nutrition, food, and wellness. 

Nutrition and Wellness -!

Nutrition and Wellness is an introductory course valuable for all students as a life foundation 
and academic enrichment; it is especially relevant for students interested in careers related to 
nutrition, food, and wellness. This is a nutrition class that introduces students to only the basics 
of food preparation so they can become self- sufficient in accessing healthy and nutritious 
foods. Major course topics include nutrition principles and applications; influences on nutrition 
and wellness; food preparation, safety, and sanitation; and science, technology, and careers in 
nutrition and wellness. A project-based approach that utilizes higher order thinking, 
communication, leadership, management processes, and fundamentals to college and career 
success is recommended in order to integrate these topics into the study of nutrition, food, and 
wellness. Food preparation experiences are a required component. Direct, concrete 
mathematics and language arts proficiencies will be applied. This course is the first in a 
sequence of courses that provide a foundation for continuing and post-secondary education in 
all career areas related to nutrition, food, and wellness. 

Education Professions II !

Introduction to Housing and Interior Design -!

Introduction to Housing and Interior Design is an introductory course essential for those 
students interested in academic enrichment or a career within the housing, interior design, or 
furnishings industry. This course addresses the selection and planning of designed spaces to 
meet the needs, wants, values and lifestyles of individuals, families, clients, and communities. 
Housing decisions, resources and options will be explored including factors affecting housing 
choices and the types of housing available. Developmental influences on housing and interior 
environments will also be considered. Basic historical architectural styling and basic furniture 
styles will be explored as well as basic identification of the elements and principles of design. 
Design and space planning involves evaluating floor plans and reading construction documents 
while learning to create safe, functional, and aesthetic spaces. Presentation techniques will be 
practiced to thoroughly communicate design ideas. Visual arts concepts will be addressed. 
Direct, concrete mathematics proficiencies will be applied. A project based approach will be 
utilized requiring higher-order thinking, communication, leadership and management processes 
as housing and interior design content is integrated into the design of interior spaces while 
meeting specific project criteria. This course provides the foundation for further study and 
careers in the architecture, construction, housing, interior design, and furnishings industries. 

Family and Consumer Sciences!



Adult Roles and Responsibilities -!

Adult Roles and Responsibilities is recommended for all students as life foundations and 
academic enrichment, and as a career sequence course for students with interest in family and 
community services, personal and family finance, and similar areas. This course builds 
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behaviors that students will need as they complete high school 
and prepare to take the next steps toward adulthood in today’s society. The course includes the 
study of interpersonal standards, lifespan roles and responsibilities, individual and family 
resource management, and financial responsibility and resources. A project-based approach 
that utilizes higher order thinking, communication, leadership, management processes, and 
fundamentals to college and career success is recommended in order to integrate these topics 
into the study of adult roles and responsibilities. Direct, concrete mathematics and language arts 
proficiencies will be applied. Service learning and other authentic applications are strongly 
recommended. This course provides the foundation for continuing and post- secondary 
education in all career areas related to individual and family life. 

Advanced Child Development -!

Advanced Child Development is for those students interested in life foundations, academic 
enrichment, and/or careers related to knowledge of children, child development, and nurturing of 
children. This course addresses issues of child development from age 4 through age 8 (grade 
3). It builds on the Child Development course, which is a prerequisite. Advanced Child 
Development includes the study of professional and ethical issues in child development; child 
growth and development; child development theories, research, and best practices; child health 
and wellness; teaching and guiding children; special conditions affecting children; and career 
exploration in child development and nurturing. A project-based approach that utilizes higher 
order thinking, communication, leadership, management, and fundamentals to college and 
career success is recommended in order to integrate these topics into the study of child 
development. Direct, concrete mathematics and language arts proficiencies will be applied. 
Service learning, introductory laboratory/field experiences with children in preschool and early 
elementary school settings, and other authentic applications are strongly recommended. This 
course provides a foundation for continuing and post-secondary education in all career areas 
related to children, child development, and nurturing of children. 

Child Development -!

Child Development is an introductory course for all students as a life foundation and academic 
enrichment; it is especially relevant for students interested in careers that draw on knowledge of 
children, child development, and nurturing of children. . This course addresses issues of child 
development from conception/prenatal through age 3. It includes the study of prenatal 
development and birth; growth and development of children; child care giving and nurturing; and 
support systems for parents and caregivers. A project-based approach that utilizes higher order 
thinking, communication, leadership, management processes, and fundamentals to college and 
career success is recommended in order to integrate these topics into the study of child 
development. Direct, concrete mathematics and language arts proficiencies will be applied. 
Authentic applications such as introductory laboratory/field experiences with young children and/
or service learning that build knowledge of children, child development, and nurturing of children 
are strongly recommended. This course provides the foundation for continuing and post-
secondary education in all career areas related to children, child development, and nurturing of 
children. 

Interpersonal Relationships -!



Interpersonal Relationships is an introductory course that is especially relevant for students 
interested in careers that involve interacting with people. It is also valuable for all students as a 
life foundation and academic enrichment. This course addresses knowledge and skills needed 
for positive and productive relationships in career, community, and family settings. Major course 
topics include communication skills; leadership, teamwork, and collaboration; conflict 
prevention, resolution, and management; building and maintaining relationships; and individual 
needs and characteristics and their impacts on relationships. A project-based approach that 
utilizes higher order thinking, communication, leadership, and management processes, and 
fundamentals to college and career success is recommended in order to integrate these topics 
into the study of interpersonal relationships. Direct, concrete language arts proficiencies will be 
applied. Service learning and other authentic applications are strongly recommended. This 
course provides a foundation for continuing and post-secondary education for all career areas 
that involve interacting with people both inside and outside of a business/organization, including 
team members, clients, patients, customers, and the general public. 

Preparing for College and Careers -!

Preparing for College and Careers addresses the knowledge, skills, and behaviors all students 
need to be prepared for success in college, career, and life. The focus of the course is the 
impact of today’s choices on tomorrow’s possibilities. Topics to be addressed include twenty-first 
century life and career skills; higher order thinking, communication, leadership, and 
management processes; exploration of personal aptitudes, interests, values, and goals; 
examining multiple life roles and responsibilities as individuals and family members; planning 
and building employability skills; transferring school skills to life and work; and managing 
personal resources. This course includes reviewing the 16 national career clusters and 
Indiana's College and Career Pathways, in- depth investigation of one or more pathways, 
reviewing graduation plans, developing career plans, and developing personal and career 
portfolios. A project based approach, including computer and technology applications, 
cooperative ventures between school and community, simulations, and real life experiences, is 
recommended. 

Education Professions II -!

Education Professions II prepares students for employment in education and related careers 
and providesthefoundationforstudyinhighereducationinthesecareerareas. 
Anactivelearningapproach that utilizes higher order thinking, communication, leadership, and 
management processes is recommended in order to integrate suggested topics into the study of 
education and related careers. The course of study includes, but is not limited to: the teaching 
profession, the learner and the learning process, planning instruction, learning environment, and 
instructional and assessment strategies. Extensive field experiences in one or more classroom 
settings, resumes, and career portfolios are required components. A standards- based plan 
guides the students’ field experiences. Students are monitored in their field experiences by the 
Education Professions II teacher. Articulation with postsecondary programs is encouraged. 

Education Professions I -!

Education Professions I provides the foundation for employment in education and related 
careers and prepares students for study in higher education. An active learning approach that 
utilizes higher order thinking, communication, leadership, and management processes is 
recommended in order to integrate suggested topics into the study of education and related 
careers. The course of study includes, but is not limited to: the teaching profession, the learner 
and the learning process, planning instruction, learning environment, and instructional and 
assessment strategies. Exploratory field experiences in classroom settings and career portfolios 



are required components. A standards- based plan guides the students’ field experiences. 
Students are monitored in their field experiences by the Education Professionals I teacher. 
Articulation with postsecondary programs is encouraged. 

Engineering and Technology Education !

Advanced Manufacturing II -!

Advanced Manufacturing II, Introduces basic blueprint reading, Computer Numerical Control 
(CNC) operation and the skills commonly used in the manufacturing industry. Areas of study will 
include: interpretation of drawing dimensions and notes to ANSI standards for machining 
including; Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GDT), welding, fabrication applications and 
inspection techniques. Students will be able to use Computer Aided Design software (CAD) to 
create 3D models and working drawings. Skills in the setup and operation of a CNC mill and 
lathe will also be acquired using multiple machine tool controllers. Other more general topics will 
include coordinate systems, dimensioning, line precedence, multiview drawings, safe dress, tool 
paths, speed and feed calculations, and tool selection. The course also introduces robotics, 
automation, and Computer Integrated Manufacturing Technology (CIMT). Common types of 
factory automation will be identified. The course will focus on three main types of manufacturing 
automation including; Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC), Computer Numerically Controlled 
Machines (CNC), and Robotics. Topics cover robotic principles including basic theory, robot 
safety, robotic classifications, applications, socioeconomic impact, work cell design, robot 
programming (Pendant and Software Language), and sensor and actuator interfacing. Students 
will be required to design, program and troubleshoot computer controlled machine logic and 
production processes in a project oriented learning environment. 

!
Advanced Manufacturing I -!

Advanced Manufacturing I, is a course that includes classroom and laboratory experiences in 
two broad areas: Industrial Technology/Software Controls and Manufacturing Trends. Industrial 
Technology and Software Controls covers wiring and schematic diagrams used to design, 
install, and repair electrical/electronic equipment such as wireless communication devices, 
programmable controllers. Course content will include basic theories of electricity, electronics, 
digital technology, and basic circuit analysis. Activities include experiences in: soldering; use of 
an oscilloscope, meters, signal generators and tracers; breadboarding; circuit simulation 
software; and troubleshooting. Understanding and using the underlying scientific principles 
related to electricity, electronics, circuits, sine waves, and Ohm’s Law are integral to this course. 
Manufacturing Trends covers basic concepts in manufacturing operations and plant floor layout 
in the production environment. Applications of Computer Numerical Control (CNC), and lathe 
and turning operations are developed as a foundation for machining operations. Coordinate 
system concepts are introduced as relevant to machining processes, as well as fluid and 
mechanical power, welding, and lean manufacturing. Fluid power concepts will include hydraulic 
components and circuits, laws and principles, fluid power controllers, and the construction of 
systems. In the mechanical power portion of the course, students will learn about machine 
specifications, basic forces, friction, simple machines, motors, and motor controls. Students will 
also be introduced to lean manufacturing where they will study concepts including: lean goals, 
product quality, eliminating waste, cost effectiveness, lean concepts, resource planning, 
continuous improvement, and the various advantages of lean manufacturing. This course 
includes MSSC concepts required to earn MSSC certification. 

Trade and Industrial Education !



Welding Technology I -!

Welding Technology I includes classroom and laboratory experiences that develop a variety of 
skills in oxy-fuel cutting and Shielded Metal Arc welding. This course is designed for individuals 
who intend to make a career as a Welder, Technician, Sales, Designer, Researcher or Engineer. 
Emphasis is placed on safety at all times. OSHA standards and guide lines endorsed by the 
American Welding Society (AWS) are used. Instructional activities emphasize properties of 
metals, safety issues, blueprint reading, electrical principles, welding symbols, and mechanical 
drawing through projects and exercises that teach students how to weld and be prepared for 
college and career success. 

Welding Technology II -!

Welding Technology II builds on the Gas Metal Arc welding, Flux Cored Arc Welding, Gas 
Tungsten Arc welding, Plasma Cutting and Carbon Arc skills covered in Welding Technology I. 
Emphasis is placed on safety at all times. OSHA standards and guide lines endorsed by the 
American Welding Society (AWS) are used. Instructional activities emphasize properties of 
metals, safety issues, blueprint reading, electrical principles, welding symbols, and mechanical 
drawing through projects and exercises that teach students how to weld and be prepared for 
college and career success. 


